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                      Slip between a fresh pair of sheets, from crisp cotton options to sumptuously silky ones.
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                      Step into a spa-like sanctuary with our luxurious selection of bath towels and bath mats.
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                      Embrace the feeling of a gentle hug all day with our plush bath robes.
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              Bringing you quality and durability through 170 years of legacy and innovation.
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              Sustainable material to ethical manufacturing and mindful packaging.
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              Loved by our Customers

              5000+ 5 star reviews with a score of 4.5 out of 5 on Trustpilot
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              Free Shipping above £50 plus our Worry-Free Return Guarantee.
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Create your bespoke bundle

            

                Introducing our bundle collection, designed to redefine your home experience.
Crafted with care, these bundles not only bring a touch of sophistication to your home but also offer incredible value, making every moment at home an indulgent retreat.
Bundles also make for excellent gifts. Whether for a housewarming, wedding, or other occasion, a thoughtfully curated bundle provides a practical and stylish present.
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                        Choose your perfect bundle collection and then click 'Build Your Bundle'.
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                        Pick your bespoke options for size and/or colour.
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                        Add your bundle selection to the basket. All done!
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                    "Lovely quality towels which don’t leave fluff all over the bathroom and dry really well."
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                    Smooth & Silky Cotton Sateen Duvet Set


                    
  



  



  



  



  


                    


                    "Gorgeous sheets! Beautiful colour as well. Cannot go wrong with Christy!"
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                      Shop Now
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                    "So pleased to find this gorgeous robe in something other than grey or navy; poolside was perfect. The colour, quality and supersoftness surpassed all expectations."
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Your style, your choice: keep it personal with perfect-fit products.
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                  Thick & Indulgent

                        Cocoon yourself in the pampering comfort of a sumptuously thick towel or bathrobe.
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                  Fluffy & Light

                        Keep your home comforts close with take-them-anywhere lightweight options. 
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                  Invigorating & Durable

                        Start (or end) your day the refreshing way, with our selection of revitalising products.
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          What is your perfect Bedding?
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                  Soft & Relaxed

                        Drift off to dreamland in our snuggliest selection of bedding, crafted from the cosiest fabrics.
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                  Cool & Crisp

                        Keep comfortably cool in fresh cotton bedding.
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                  Smooth & Silky

                        Add a touch of luxury to your bedtime routine with silky-smooth materials.
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        Technology

Innovators 
since 1850

            From our pioneering terry towels to today’s ultra-absorbent Hygro technology, we have over 170 years’ experience at the forefront of innovation.

          



      
        
          
            Discover our Innovation
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              Responsibility

Timeless products, consciously made

            

                We’re devoted to building a sustainable future, always moving forwards to improve our processes for the good of our consumers, our communities and the wider environment.

              

          


          
            
              Discover our Initiatives
            

          
        

      

    

  






  
    
Christy Life

  
    
      Welcome to our blog: from interiors inspiration to expert how-tos, walkthroughs and all our latest news, it's designed to guide and inspire your bath and bedding journey.
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        Feature

Only the best: picking your perfect towel

            There's an art to choosing the right towel. Absorb our expert tips to discover your ideal drying-down companion.
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                      In this blog, the bedding experts at Christy explain exactly what thread count means to help you find the most...
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                      If choosing your new bedroom colour scheme has got you stumped, you're in the right place. In this guide, the...
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                      In this guide, the towel experts at Christy will teach you how to fold your towels in 4 different ways....
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                                 Creating  little luxuries since 1850.                                   
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  Sign Up

  Enter your email for our monthly newsletter + 10% off your first purchase.
You can opt out at any time. View the Privacy Policy here.
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          Enter your email for our monthly newsletter + 10% off your first purchase.
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